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Abstract: Lightweight, multifunctional materials and thin structures that can not only carry loads, but also sense and reconfigure their shape in response to external stimuli are of increasing interest for many applications, including deployable structures, robotics, and biomedical devices. In this talk, I will discuss exploiting structural buckling to create flexible, multifunctional 3D mesoscale structures and electronics from thin-film materials, including polymers and their heterogeneous combination with metals and electronics. Both the fundamental buckling mechanics and a wide range of assembled 3D functional thin structures, including shape-programmable 3D structures, will be presented. In addition, reconfigurable 3D polymer structures that can actively change their geometries and thereby their functionalities upon external stimuli (magnetic fields and temperature) will be further discussed. The multifunctional, reconfigurable structures provide important insights for the development of adaptive structures and functional systems that can be applied in various fields.
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